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We report the results of theoretical studies of the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra of 
ground state O2 leading to the X 2TIg state of O2+ via the absorption of a single vacuum 
ultraviolet photon. These studies elaborate on a recent report [M. Braunstein et al., J. Chem. 
Phys. 93,5345 (1990)] where we showed that a shape resonance near threshold creates a 
significant dependence of the rotational branching ratios on the ion vibrational level. We also 
showed that analysis of the rotational branches yields detailed information on the angular 
momentum composition of the shape resonance. We continue this analysis giving a 
comprehensive derivation of the rotationally resolved cross sections and photoelectron angular 
distributions. We discuss the selection rules implied by these expressions and present very high 
resolution cross sections (J -+J + ) obtained using static-exchange photoelectron orbitals and 
explicitly taking into account the internuclear distance dependence of the electronic transition 
moment. These cross sections illustrate the selection rules and show more explicitly the 
angular momentum composition of the shape resonance. We also present rotationally resolved 
photoelectron angular distributions which would be expected at low energy. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra of mole-
cules can provide much insight into both the properties and 
dynamics of excited electronic states,I,2 and the angular mo-
mentum composition of3- 5 and the influence of autoioniza-
tion on6-8 the electronic continuum. Recently, very high res-
olution threshold photoelectron spectroscopy has been used 
to obtain rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra of mol-
ecules.9- 12 With cooling in a supersonic nozzle, rotationally 
resolved spectra were obtained for photoionization of the 
ground state of O2 (X 3~g-) leading to the ground state 
(X 2TIg) of O2+ via a single vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) pho-
ton. 13 The spectral transitions of interest here are illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the measured rota-
tional spectra for vibrational levels v + = 0, 1, and 2 of the 
ion along with the results of our calculations as given in Ref. 
13 (note that the ground state spin splitting is not resolved). 
Analysis of the calculated transition amplitudes showed that 
these rotational branches were dominated by specific com-
ponents of the angular momentum of the photoelectron, 
with the lower aN peaks (aN = N + - N) arising primar-
ily from 1= 1 and the higher aN from 1= 3. Furthermore, 
with increasing vibrational excitation of the ion, the I = 1 
partial wave increases in importance and leads to a depend-
ence of the rotational branching ratios on the ion vibrational 
level. This dependence of the photoelectron angular momen-
a) Present address: T-12 Division, Mail Stop B·268, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545. 
b) Contribution No. 8489. 
tum composition on vibrational level arises from a shape 
resonance near threshold which has been previously ob-
served and studied in vibrationally resolved spectra. I4-24 In 
the absence of a shape resonance, which induces this depend-
ence of the electronic transition moment on the internuclear 
distance, the same ratio of I = 1 to 1= 3 amplitUdes is ex-
pected within each vibrational level and there should be no 
such vibrational state dependence of the rotational branch-
ing ratios. 
In this paper, we present a comprehensive derivation of 
the formulation we use in our studies of the rotationally re-
solved cross sections and photoelectron angular distribu-
tions for these transitions, including a full description of the 
mixed Hund's case (a)-(b) ionic ground state. We discuss 
the selection rules implied by these expressions and present 
very high resolution (with the ground state spin splitting 
resolved) cross sections, obtained with Hartree-Fock pho-
toelectron orbitals, which more plainly reveal the angular 
momentum composition of the shape resonance. We also 
present calculated photoelectron angular distributions ex-
pected at low photoelectron energy. The difference in the 
angular momentum composition for low !:J.N peaks vs high 
aN is especially evident in these photoelectron angular dis-
tributions. 
II. THEORY 
We extend the formulation given previously25 to treat 
transitions from a Hund's case (b) resonant state to a mixed 
Hund's case (a)-(b) ion which is especially appropriate for 
the 3~ .... 2TI transition26 of interest in the photoionization of 
O2, The development closely follows the work of Buck-
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FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the rotationally 
resolved photoelectron spectra for photoioni-
zation of O2 (X 3l:.- ) by a single VUV pho-
ton. The left side of the figure shows the po-
tential curves of the ground and ion states, 
while the right side shows some of the rota-
tional states of an ion vibrational level and the 
first few rotational states of the ground vibra-
tionallevel of the X 2 L; electronic ground 
state. 
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ingham et al.,27 but includes the effects of mixing of the 
Hund's cases (a) and (b) in the final ionic state. 
The differential cross section for photoionization of a 
rotational state J leading to an ion in an angular momentum 
state J + is given by 
47flE (TJ+_J(8,tjJ)=--PmJ x I 1('I'[+IDI'oI'l'fW, 
C m.rn/ ms(c,d) 
(1) 
whereEis the photon energy, cis the speed of light, mJ is the 
projection of Jon the laboratory z axis, m/ is the projection 
of J + on the laboratory z axis, and ms is the projection of the 
photoelectron spin on the laboratory z axis. The notation 
(c,d) implies a sum over the c and d parity states of the ion.28 
P mJ is the statistical weight of the initial mJ states, which for 
an isotropic distribution is given by e - EJlkT /Z, where 
Z = l: J' (2J1 + l)e - EJlkT. In Eq. (1), '1'[ + is the final state 
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FIG. 2. Threshold rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra for single-photon ionization of O2 (X 3l:.- ) leading to v + = 0, 1, and 2 levels ofOt (X 2II.): 
measured spectra at about 10 K (top frame); calculated spectra at \0 K (center frame); calculated spectra at 5 K (bottom frame). These spectra are taken 
from Ref. 13. The branch designations refer to !}JoN = (N + - N) transitions. For example, an S branch under F, on the bottom row of letters refers to a 
transition from the N = 1 rotational level of the ground state to the N + = 3 level of the F, spin-orbit manifold of the ion. (We have switched to the more 
modem notation for the total angular momentum excluding spin, replacing K of Ref. 13 with N.) The calculated spectra have an assumed Iinewidth of 2 
em" '. The experimental spectra have arbitrary intensity units. The base lines of the 10" spectra have been shifted upward by a constant amount. 
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wave function (ion plus photoelectron), IJI{ is the initial tar-
get state, and DI-'o is the dipole moment operator where f..lo 
characterizes the polarization of the radiation. For the initial 
state case (b) wave function, we use the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation so that2s 
IIJI{) = IrvANSJMJ) 
= L (NMSMsIJMJ) ISMs)rP~A ({r;};R)Xv(R) 
MM, 
x (- l)M-ADZtA (R)~ 2~; 1 , (2) 
where rP~A ({r;};R) is the electronic wave function'X)I.,.is the 
wave function for the vibrational state v, and D ZtA (R) is a 
symmetric top rotational wave function with total angular 
momentum (excluding spin) of N. M and A are the projec-
tions of N along the laboratory z axis and the molecular z axis 
(A = 0 for ~ states, A = ± 1 for II states), respectively, J is 
the total angular momentum including spin, (J = N + S), 
and MJ its projection along the laboratory z axis. S is the 
total spin with a projection M s on the laboratory z axis, and 
r contains all other subscripts needed for an unambiguous 
designation of the state. Due to the many-particle nature of 
the wave function, and for reasons which will be made clear 
later, it is convenient to transform the spin in Eq. (2) into the 
molecular frame. We then have29 
IrvANSJMJ) 
= L (NMSMsIJMJ)I~)rPr'A ({r;};R)Xv(R) 
M.MS'~ 
X( -l)M-ADZtA(R)( _l)~-M, 
XD s (R) @Ii M~ -y 8r ' 
where ~ is the projection of S on the molecular z axis. 
(3) 
It is well known that the rotational states of the X 2IIg 
ion of O2 do not belong to a pure Hund's case coupling. In 
the low J + limit, they can be best described by Hund's case 
(a), while for high J + the rotational levels are best de-
scribed using Hund's case (b). 26 Since we wish to describe a 
wide range of J + here, we use a mixed rotational basis. This 
is done by expanding the rotational wave function in Hund's 
case (a) basis functions with 0 + = 1/2 and 0 + = 3/2 and 
diagonalizing the rotational Hamiltonian, as discussed by 
Hougen.3o The energy levels and rotational wave functions 
with this mixed basis are given in Appendix A. The wave 
function for the final state can therefore be written as 
IIJI;+)=[C)~+) (Ir+A+S+~+Oij2J+Mf) 
± Ir+ - A + S + - ~ + - Ojj2J + M f» 
C (J +) 
+ 2 {i (Ir+ A + S + ~ + D.3j2J + M f) 
± Ir+ -A+S+ -l;+ -Ojj2 J +M /»]I¢k)' 
(4) 
wherec) andc2 are coefficients which depend onJ + and are 
given in Appendix A, the + and - combinations describe 
c and d parity states of the ion, respectively, and 
0+ = A+ + ~ + and A + = IA + 1 (see Ref. 28). Here I¢k) 
is the photoelectron wave function. The final-state wave 
function therefore consists of linear combinations of four 
"primitive" wave functions of the form, 
Ir+v+A+S+~+D.+J+Mf)l¢k) 
= ~ 2J :r+ 1 rP~ + A + ({rJ;R) IS + ~ + ) 
+ R 1 Mf -o+DJ+ .A 1 ) XXv ( )( - ) M/n+ (R) ¢k' (5) 
The photoelectron wave function I¢k) can be expanded in 
partial waves, 
I¢k) = ~ rPkf).(r';R);ie-i'li( _l)m-..tyr,..(k-)D~..t 
(6) 
where k denotes the momentum of the photoelectron and k-
its direction in the laboratory frame. ImA denote the angular 
momentum of the photoelectron and its projections along 
the laboratory and molecular frame z axes, respectively, ~ is 
the electron spin and rns its projection on the laboratory z 
axis. Again it is convenient to transform the spin into the 
molecular frame so that we have 
I¢k) = }' rPkf).(r';R)iie-i'li( _l)m-..tyr,..(k-) 
ImT:nu 
(7) 
where rnq is the projection of the electron spin on the molec-
ular z axis. The dipole moment operator for polarized light 
can be written 
(8) 
where f..lo characterizes the polarization of the light; f..lo = 0 
for light linearly polarized along the laboratory z axis, 
Ito = ± 1 for circularly polarized light propagating along 
the laboratory z axis. It is necessary to transform the dipole 
moment operator into the molecular frame so that 
DI-'o = (417"/3) 1/2 L rs L ( - 1)1' -I-'oD!au Y)I' (T';). 
s I' 
(9) 
Using Eqs. (1) and (4), we have 
4rE "I c) + uJ +_J«(},¢) =--PmJ ~ - [Mji(OI/2) 
c m;m/ m,(c,d) {i 
where the "primitive" matrix elements are given by 
Mji = <r+v+ A +S+~+D.+ J+MJ + ;ifJkIDl-'olrvAKSJMJ)' 
(11) 
Using Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (9) these primitive matrix 
elements can be written as29 
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Mfi = rE.31T ) (2j + 1 )(2Jt + 1)~ (2J + + 1) (2N + 1)(2J + 1 )(2S + 1) 
-V 3 lmAl-'~mJ;:f,M,n.imf1J 
(s + X ~+ 1/2 S )(N S -~ A ~ 
(
J t 
X -M 
t 
j 
where J t denotes the angular momentum transferred to the 
ion, and M, and Ot denote the projection of J, along the 
laboratory and molecular z axes, respectively. The indicesj, 
mj , and Aj are dummy indices. Here the vibrationally re-
solved amplitudes are 
Ijt&(A + ~ + iAflm,,) = J dRX:+ (R)Xv,(R)lfi 
X (R;A + ~ + IAflm" ) (13) 
and 
lfi (R;A + ~ + iAflm,,) 
= 2: (t/J~A+I(S+~+I(t/JkIAI 
composite final states 
X qm" I t/fj0mposite), (14a) 
(14b) 
where these wave functions are antisymmetrized and 
if/imposite are the composite final states as given in Appendix 
B. The re-expansion of the composite 1ft amplitudes in terms 
of 1ft amplitudes therefore comes from the necessity of defin-
ing final state basis functions for the molecular ion which 
have a well-defined A + projection. This occurs in~; com-
posite states (k1T u photoelectron), where the composite final 
state wave function is built on a linear combination of A + 
and - A + ion cores. The ~verlaps Oft are simply constants. 
The composite amplitudes 1ft have been evaluated previous-
ly in the context of vibrationally resolved transitions. 14 De-
tails are given elsewhere. 14.31.32 It is important to note, how-
ever, that these amplitudes are obtained in the 
static-exchange approximation and in the fully anisotropic 
potential of the molecular ion and include the effects of the 
internuclear dependence of the electronic transition ampli-
tude via Eq. (13). We have now completely defined the 
quantities needed to obtain the rotationally resolved differ-
ential cross section. 
An alternative way of expressing the differential cross 
section, which is sometimes more convenient, is in terms of 
expansion coefficients BLM , 
(15) 
where 
Jt ) (J + J 
M t -.n+ 0 
fl ~JC-m flo (12) 
BLM = 4:E PmJ 2: ('II}+ IDI'oI'llf) ('II} + IDI'oI'llf)* 
/l'mm' 
X [ (2[ + 1)(2['4: 1)(2L + 1) r2 
X(~ I' 
-m' 
[' 
o ~) 
(16) 
where we have taken out the sum over [, [', m, and m' in the 
matrix element and shown it explicitly. The angle-integrated 
cross section is 
(17) 
and 
/3= !: $, (18) 
where /3 is the familiar asymmetry parameter,33 
(19) 
and P2 (cos (J) is a Legendre polynomial. A computationally 
convenient expression for the angle-integrated cross section 
can be obtained by separating the laboratory and molecular 
frame projection indices and summing over the laboratory 
frame m projections. From Eq. (1) we have 
_4~Ep " JI( J+I I J)2 A O'tot - -- mJ L 'IIj DI'o 'II; I dO(k). 
C m",mf ,mS'(c,d) 
(20) 
Expanding in terms of the "primitive" matrix elements we 
obtain, 
(21) 
The primitive amplitudes can be separated into a laboratory 
frame part and molecular frame contributions so that 
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0" = 4t?-E p " fM,ab(M,ab)*dn. 
tol mJ £.. fi fi Uk 
C mJomf ,mso(c.d) 
and 
(
J+ 
X -0+ 
J 
o 
Jt )(Jt 
Ot -Ot 
Integration over Ok and summation over mJ> m/, and ms , 
lead to the compact expression, 
4t?E 41T 
O"tOI =--Pm - (2N + 1)(2J + + 1) c J 9 
X L (2j+l)(2Jt +l) 
jJ,im(c,d) 
+ C2 [MmO,eCu'e(n + ) + Mmo'ecu'e(o + )] 12 Ii fi U3/2 - fi - 3/2 ' 
(25) 
This expression for the total cross section is considerably 
more efficient computationally than Eq. (17). 
III. HIGH RESOLUTION RESULTS: SELECTION RULES 
In Fig, 3, we show our calculated high-resolution 
threshold spectrum for photoionization of the ground state 
of02 leadingtothev+ = 2leveiofOt eng) at a rotational 
temperature of 5 K and for the Fl spin-orbit manifold. The 
peaks have an assumed bandwidth of 0,25 cm - I, These 
peaks may, however, still be evident at a lower resolution, 
The peaks seen in Fig, 2 are now split into three components 
so that the individual J levels of the ground state are re-
solved. We can now see the spin splitting of the ground state 
and have a fully resolved J -+J + transition. 
From Eqs, (24) and (25) the transition amplitude can 
be seen to depend on the product of 3 - j symbols, 
J J t ) (Jt j 
o Ot -Ot -A.j 
XC-A. It ~), 
where 
c 
+ Mmo'ecu'e(o + )] + _2_ [Mmo,ecu'e(o + ) 
- fi - 1/2 Ii fi 3/2 
± Mfio,ecu,e(o ~ 3/2)] r, 
j )IaVg 
X fi' It J 
S 
~ 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
For certain J --J + transitions, this dependence restricts the 
allowed partial waves of the photoelectron to a single compo-
nent. For example, for the transition J = O--J + = 0.5 (Q 
branch), only the 1= 1 partial wave is allowed. The transi-
tions J = O--J + = 3.5 (S branch), J = O--J + = 4.5 (T 
branch), and all the Ubranch transitions, do not allow the 
I = 1 wave. Being so close to threshold, the intensity due to 
these higher partial waves (really only 1= 3 since I = 5 and 
higher are negligible) signal the presence of a shape reso-
nance near threshold. Such "fully resolved" transitions are 
dynamically significant because they decompose the contin-
uum into single partial waves and offer a "snapshot" of the 
photoelectron continuum, Furthermore, if we now monitor 
these same rotational transitions for different vibrational 
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FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, except here we focus on the calculated FI com-
ponent of the v + = 2 vibrational level at 5 K. We have assumed a linewidth 
of 0.25 em - I so that the ground state spin splitting is now visible. 
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FIG. 4. Calculated rotationally resolved photoelectron angular angular dis-
tributions leading to the v + = 2 level of 0,+ at 5 K. 
levels, we can see the changing partial wave character of the 
continuum brought about by the internuclear distance de-
pendence of the electronic transition moment induced by the 
shape resonance. These selection rules may also be impor-
tant in understanding Hund's case (b) to mixed case (a) 
transitions in other molecules. 34 Experiments are now un-
derway3s on single-photon VUV ionization of ground state 
HCI to the ground state X 2n ion. Here the absence of ger-
ade-ungerade symmetry may make the selection rules 
weaker since most transitions will now be mixtures of even 
and odd partial waves. 
IV. PHOTOELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
In Fig. 4 we show our calculated photoelectron angular 
distributions for near-threshold energies (50 meV) for 
v T = 2. The angular distributions for the other vibrational 
levels are similar and are not shown. In this figure, the light is 
2 
1 
c:n. 
0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
20 30 40 50 
Photon Energy (eV) 60 
FIG. 5. Vibrationally and rotationally unresolved photoelectron asymme-
try parameters for photoionization of the ground state of O2 leading to 0,+ 
eng). -, present results (length form of the photoelectron matrix ele-
ment);-- -, present results (velocity); +, experimental data of Ref. 37; *, 
experimental data of Ref. 38; 6, experimental data of Ref. 39; 0, experi-
mental data of Ref. 40. 
propagating into the page and the direction of polarization is 
vertical. For ease of viewing, each transition is normalized to 
have the same integrated intensity. For low I::.N transitions, 
most of the photoelectron flux is ejected perpendicular to the 
plane of polarization, giving a value of {3 close to - 1. For 
higher I::.N transitions, the distribution appears more iso-
tropic with a {3 close to zero. These angular distributions 
dramatically show that there is a change in the partial wave 
character of the continuum with rotational branch, and mir-
ror the dominance of the I = 1 waves for low I::.N and the 
I = 3 waves for high I::.N. Such dependence of photoelectron 
angular distributions on the final rotational state has been 
observed before in resonance enhanced multi photon ioniza-
tion studies,36 but to our knowledge not in ground state pho-
toionization. 
For completeness, our calculated rotationally and vi-
brationally unresolved photoelectron asymmetry parameter 
{3 along with the measured values37-40 are shown in Fig. 5. 
Near threshold, {3 is close to - 1, rises steeply with increas-
ing photon energy, and reaches a plateau near + 1 at high 
energy. The value of near - 1 close to threshold is consistent 
with the rotationally resolved results, if we note that the low 
I::.N levels are indeed the most intense in each rotational 
band. 
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APPENDIX A 
Following Hougen,30 we derive rotational wave func-
tions for the mixed Hund's (a)-(b) from a basis of pure 
Hund'scase (a) fora 2n ion. We write the totaI Hamiltonian 
as 
H=Hev +Hr, 
where 
and 
Hev = electronic - vib + ALzSz' 
Hr = rotational 
=B(R; +R;) 
= B [ (J2 - J; + L 2 - L; + S2 - S;) 
+ (S + L _ + S _ L + ) 
- (J + S _ + J _ S + ) 
- (J + L _ + J _ L + )]. 
(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
Here A is the spin-orbit constant and B is the rotational 
constant. For an isolated 2n state, we have, 
H =e-v+ALzSz +B [(J 2-J; +S2-S; +L12 
(A4) 
Using the pure Hund'scase (a) basis, 1ASl:;OJM), we have 
for the Hamiltonian matrix, (H), 
{ -!A +B(J + 1/2)2 -B [(J +!)2 _ 1]1I2} 
- B [(J +!)2 - 1] 112 !A + B [(J + !)2 - 2] . 
(A5) 
This leads to a secular equation for the rotational energy 
with roots 
E ± = B [ (J + 1/2) 2 - 1] ± 1/2BX, 
where 
X= [(J+ 1/2)2+A(A-4)]112, 
(A6) 
(A7) 
and A = A lB. These energies correspond to the Fl and F2 
components, respectively, and agree with Eq. (V28) of Ref. 
26. The associated eigenfunctions are 
• 1, _ I X + (A - 2) 12n . 
'I'± -'J 2X 112, 
1/2JM)+~X± ~-2) 12n3/2; 
312JM). 
In the notation of Sec. II, 
_~X +(A-2) C1 - 2X 
and 
(A8) 
(A9) 
C2 =~X± ~-2) (AlO) 
Although these eigenvalues are widely available,26 expres-
sions for the corresponding eigenfunctions necessary in eval-
uating transition amplitudes are not. 
APPENDIXB 
Here we list the composite wave functions for I1Tg pho-
toionization of O2 (3l:g- ) used to evaluate expressions in Eq. 
( 14). The initial state wave functions are 
Ms = 1:1 I1Tg+ I1Tg-l, 
Ms =0:_1_ [II1Tg+l1Tg-1 + II1Tg+I1Tg-I], 
,f2 
Ms = - 1:ll1Tt 11Tg-l· 
(Bla) 
(BIb) 
(Blc) 
The final state wave functions for A = 0, overall 3nu symme-
try are 
Ms = 1:1 I1Tg+ kuu I, (B2a) 
1 - -Ms =0:- [II1Tg+kuul + 1 I1Tg+kuu I], Ii 
(B2b) 
(B2c) 
The final state wave functions for A = ± 1, overall 3l:u-
symmetry are 
Ms = 1:_1_ [II1Tg+ k1Tu-1 - l11Tg- k1Tu+ I], Ii 
(B3a) 
1 - - -Ms = 0:- [II1Tg+ k1Tu-1 - l1Tg- k1Tu+ 1 + l11Tt k1Tu-1 2 
-II1Tg- k1Tu+ I], (B3b) 
1 - - --Ms = - 1:- [II1Tg+ k1Tu-1 - II1Tg- k1Tu+ I]. (B3c) Ii 
The final state wave functions for A = - 2 of overall 3n u 
symmetry are 
Ms = 1:II1Tg+ kOu-l, 
1 - -Ms =0:- [II1Tg+kou-1 + 111Tg+kou-I], Ii 
Ms = - 1:II1Tt kOu-l· 
(B4a) 
(B4b) 
(B4c) 
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